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Read the following and choose the best answer for each question. 

 

Cage diving is a popular tourist attraction. People get in a cage and they watch 

sharks around them.  

 

1. Cage diving is a _________ water sport.  

 

A. trendy                        B. easy  

C. old                            D. difficult 
 

A group of people cage dive in Mexico. A diver is in the cage and a shark comes. 

It hits the cage and breaks it. It enters the cage. The diver is still inside. This is 

really scary. People film this excitedly. The diveris shouting ‘Help!’.  

 
2. Tourists think cage diving is _________.  

 

A. funny                        B. boring  

C. silly                          D. exciting 

 

3. When the shark enters the cage, the diver feels _________.  

 

A. sorry                        B. sleepy  

C. sad                          D. scared 

 

The shark is in the cage, but it soon gets out. When the shark leaves, the diver 

comes back up. He is fine. 

 

4. At last, the cage diver is _________.  

 

A. safe                         B. crying  

C. hurt                          D. died 
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   Carly's Family Carly has a large family. Carly’s mum is a doctor. She helps people 

who are sick. She always encourages the patients too. 

 

5. Carly's mum ________________ the patients when they feel sad.  

 

A. cheers up                         B. cries with 

C. gives medicine to                   D. cooks for 

 

Carly’s dad works at home. He cooks for the family. He always drives the kids to 

football practice too. 

 

6. Carly's dad is a ________________.  

 

A. football coach                    B. househusband 

C. driver                             D. chef 

 

Carly has four brothers. James is ten years old. Scott is fourteen years old. Jinx is 

tall but he is Carly's youngest brother. Diego is six years younger than James.. 

 

7. Carly's oldest brother is ________________.  

 

A. Carly                           B. Scott 

C. Jinx                             D. Deigo 

 

Carly doesn't like doing water sports. James always stays with his brothers and 

sister. Scott isn't interested in playing ball games. Jinx and Diego seldom go out in 

their spare time.  

 

8. They always ________________ together after school. 

 

A. play basketball                  B. flying kites 

C. go swimming                      D. play broad games 
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